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1. Summary

� Gradual retirement: potentially important exit route in 
an aging society; flexibility

� Here: Working half-time, receiving half-time pension

� Relevant trade-offs and potential effects:

� GR may induce workers to retire later than under FT 
retirement regime (preferences for work, income)

� Total life time effect? GR before FT retirement age? 

� GR may induce workers to retire earlier than under FT 
retirement in terms of Full time equivalent retirement
age.
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1. Summary

� Approach: stated preference experiment

� Allows to measure counterfactuals

� But also incentives, preferences

� Data: public sector pension fund (unique dataset)

� Results:

� Full withdrawal from labour force at later age

� Full time equivalent retirement age lower; meaning
decrease in life cycle labour supply.
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2. Comments: gradual retirement

� GR presented as a property/choice option of pension 
fund 

� “the introduction of gradual retirement” (“policy”)

� But GR involves availability of part-time jobs

� Role of employers

� Sectors and industry

� GR in literature presented as wider concept: 

� does not always involve pension funds,

� Concept of “bridge jobs”; “phased retirement”.
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2. Comments: the experiment

� How are the questions presented to the respondents?

� Anchoring effects: 

� for given scenario: order of the alternatives

� Now in ascending order by replacement rate

� Descending order?

� Random order?
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2. Comments: the experiment

� Comparing the scenarios:

� Scenario 1 strictly dominates 4, which strictly dominates
5.

� Equivalently: 6 dominates 9, which dominates 10

� Influence of the design on outcomes?

� Scenario 2 has larger accrual rate than scenario 1, but 
lower replacement rate at age 62? What happened
before age 62? Life starts at 62?
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� Example from Stock and Wise
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2. Comments: the experiment

� Comparing the scenarios:

� Big picture: seems like scenario 6 is a refined version of 
scenario 1: on average the same numbers

� But scenario 6 requires working part-time and scenario 1 
gives full leisure

� Therefore, scenario 1 dominates 6 (2 dominates 7; 3-8; 4-
9; 5-10)

� Indeed, results show that respondents prefer full-time
retirement over part-time retirement

� Are results driven by the experimental design?
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2. Comments: the experiment

� Comparing the scenarios:

General: does the design of the experiment sharply
enough distinguish between the relevant trade-offs as 
formulated earlier?
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2. Comments: retirement ages: peak for PT 

scenarios?
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2. Comments: minor issues on regressions

� Table 5: Increase in R-squared from 0.05 to 0.397 by
adding one variable? (“pension income incentive”)

� Table 6: lower R-squared (0.05) for full-time
equivalent retirement age than retirement age (0.10): is 
it s noisy measure?

� Different sets of explanatory variables:

� Properties of scenarios (Tables 3, 5)

� Personal characteristics (Table 6)

� Job characteristics (Table 7)

Why not all in one regression? (final)
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3. Conclusions

� Gradual retirement is interesting issue

� Authors address the relevant trade-offs

� Unique data from public sector pension funds

� Experimental approach, challenging but:

� How well are respondents able to deal with it?

� Anchoring issues?

� Does experimental design force direction of outcomes?

� Are relevant trade-offs clearly enough present in the 
scenarios?
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